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I.

Catalog Statement
Mass Communications/Journalism 104 is an advanced course in writing news,
feature, and editorial copy, copy reading and editing, headline writing, newspaper
layout and make-up, and the mechanics of newspaper production. Study of law
and ethics of the press and overall emphasis on the function and responsibility of
the newspaper. Second semester stress in on interpretative reporting. Class
produces the campus newspaper, El Vaquero.
Total Lecture Units: 2.0
Total Laboratory Units: 1.0
Total Course Units: 3.0
Total Lecture Hours: 32.0
Total Laboratory Hours: 64.0
Total Faculty Contact Hours: 96.0
Prerequisite: Mass Communications 103 or Journalism 103, or equivalent

II.

Course Entry Expectations
Skills Level Ranges: Reading: 5; Writing: 6; Speaking/Listening: 6; Math: 1
Prior to enrolling in this course, the student should be able to:
1.
synthesize information from interviews, observation, documents, and other
sources into news, feature, opinion, entertainment, and sports articles for
the weekly campus newspaper;
2.
develop the critical faculties necessary to determine the difference
between fact and opinion in newsgathering and writing;
3.
write analyses of issues facing students and the rest of the campus
community;
4.
develop the interpersonal skills essential in gathering the news;
5.
develop strategies for non-sexist and non-racist writing.

III.

Course Exit Standards
Upon successful completion of this course, the student will:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

IV.

demonstrate the ability to oversee the production of a student newspaper,
with full responsibility for its content and editing;
demonstrate proofreading and copyediting skills devised to make studentwritten articles more readable and factually accurate;
have a keen sense of news judgment, determining why some articles are
more newsworthy than others;
have an intensive journalistic writing experience; on average, an editor
will write at least 10,000 published words in an average semester.

Course Content

Total Faculty Contact Hours = 96 hours

A.

Renewed emphasis is placed on the following
28 hours
1.
Function and responsibility of the college newspaper
to the college, to the school district, to the general
community, and, by extension, the responsibility of the
press to society
2.
Accurate and concise journalistic writing
3.
Improving speed and polish of writing
4.
Critical reviewing for the press
5.
Photojournalism
6.
El Vaquero and professional newspaper style and format
7.
Professional terminology and jargon
8.
Functions and responsibilities of the copy reader
9.
Theory and practice of effective headline writing
10.
Functions and responsibilities of the city and news desks
11.
Mechanics of copy reading and editing and proof reading
12.
Functions of make-up
13.
Theory and application of page one and inside page
tabloid make-up
14.
Placement of advertising
15.
Mechanics of newspaper production
16.
Law of the press – freedoms and limitations
17.
Ethics of communication – a through grasp of the
commonly accepted principles of ethical journalism

B.

Interpretive reporting
1.
Definition of interpretation
2.
Why interpretive reporting?
a.
Drabness of straight objective reporting
b.
Complexities of society and its news demand
interpretation
3.
Post-World War II expansion of interpretation of the
news
a.
Associated Press
b.
New York Times
c.
The Christian Science Monitor

20 hours
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4.
5.
6.

V.

d.
Time, Newsweek, and other news magazines
Comparisons and contrast among interpretive reporting,
straight objective reporting, and editorializing
Methods of interpretive reporting currently remain
crude and undeveloped – no commonly accepted practices
Requirements of the effective and ethical interpretive
reporter
a.
Ability to recognize the story with possibilities
or demands for interpretation
b.
Wide liberal arts background with knowledge
of many areas and fields
c.
Adequate perspective in recognizing the relative
and comparative importance of news stories
d.
Tolerance and integrity

Methods of Instruction
The following methods of instruction may be used in the course:
1.
class lecture and discussion;
2.
group learning;
3.
hypothetical news incidents;
4.
analysis and critique of El Vaquero.

VI.

Out of Class Assignment
The following out of class assignments may be used in the course:
1.
at least 10 writing assignments of approximately 1,000 words each.

VII.

Methods of Evaluation

VIII.

The following methods of evaluation may be used in the course:
1.
a minimum of two one-hour examinations;
2.
a 2 ½ hour final examination;
3.
stress in all tests is on professional skills in newswriting, copy reading and
editing, headline writing, and layout under deadline circumstances.
Textbook
Goldstein, Associated Press Stylebook.
New York:Perseus Books Goldstein, 2007. Print.
12th Grade Textbook Reading Level
ISBN: 0-4650-0489X
Clark, America’s Best Newspaper Writing.
Boston:Bedford St.Martin’s, 2006. Print.
ISBN: 0-3124436776
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IX.

Student Learning Outcomes
Upon successful completion of this course, the student will:
1.
demonstrate the ability to oversee the production of a student newspaper,
with full responsibility for its content and editing;
2.
demonstrate proofreading and copyediting skills devised to make studentwritten articles more readable and factually accurate;
3.
have a keen sense of news judgment, determining why some articles are
more newsworthy than others;
4.
have an intensive journalistic writing experience; on average, an editor
will write at least 10,000 published words in an average semester.

